ZLA L30 CHECKOUT SYLLABUS

1. PURPOSE.
Establish the required criteria to pass the ZLA L30 Checkout session. Students must demonstrate proficiency in the elements listed below in accordance with FAAO 7110.65 prior to receiving an L30 certification.

2. REQUIREMENTS.
Checkout requirements are organized broadly by topic. Students are required to be familiar with these subject areas prior to requesting a training session. Training staff do not expect students to be experts on every subject, but to at least be able to answer basic questions about each and to be prepared to ask questions about areas in which they are having difficulty.

1. Departure and Arrival Procedures

References:
- Current KLAS, KLSV, KHND, and KVGT charts

Demonstrate understanding of:
- The name and compass direction of the four departure gates and four arrival gates for L30.
- Differences between handling of conventional and RNAV arrivals to L30 airports.
- Differences between handling of conventional and RNAV departures from L30 airports.
- Configuration restrictions on departure assignments (STAAV and PRFUM).

2. Approaches

References
- Current KLAS, KLSV, KHND, and KVGT charts
- FAAO 7110.65 7-4-4 (a), (b), and (c) (4)

Demonstrate understanding of:
- L30 instrument approach procedures.
- Requirements for simultaneous visual approaches to converging runways at KLAS.